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Digital Art Shows: Combine Today’s Technology with Student Art to Create a 
Dynamic Display. 

NAEA 2012 Annual Conference – New York, NY 
 

Presenter: Jacqueline Cassidy 
Elementary Art Educator & Founder of The Primary Kids 

 
Learn the basics of iPhoto and iMovie to create a digital art show. Integrate current technologies to communicate your art 

program to your school and community utilizing your student’s artwork. 
Open iPhoto 
 
Create a new album for your pictures 
 FILE  
 NEW ALBUM 
Name album and hit CREATE 
 

 
 
Drag and drop pictures from desktop or folder into iPhoto 
Quit iPhoto 
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Open iMovie 
Go to FILE 
 NEW PROJECT, name your project (Ms Cassidy Art Show) 
 ASPECT RATIO (Standard, iPhone, Widescreen) 
 THEME: none 
  

 
 
TRANSITIONS 
Pull down to open all transition options  
CHECK “Automatically add” to have one transition selected for entire movie (can change later) 
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Here is your basic iMovie opening screen 
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1. From left to right, these three buttons will close, 
minimize or zoom the window to fit its contents. 
 
2. Click and drag the title bar to move the iMovie window 
around your computerʼs screen. 
 
3. The project panel lists the iMovie projects present on 
your computer and any attached hard drives. If you 
doubleclick on a specific project, the list will be replaced 
with a timeline for the selected movie. 
 
4. The viewer panel is where your movie is displayed 
when playing or scrubbing through the timeline. 
 
5. The two project play buttons will play your movie full 
screen, or in the viewer panel. 
 
6. The plus (+) button creates a new project. When 
viewing a project, it is replaced by a preview slider (see 
16.) 
 
7. The camera button opens a window for importing from 
your video camera, while the swap button causes your 
projects (top) and your events (bottom) to switch places. 
 
8. From left to right, these five buttons are: 
Arrow to esc or return, Add Selection to Project, Mark 
Selection as Favorite, Unmark Selection, and Reject 
Selection. 
 

9. From left to right, these three buttons are: 
Record Voiceover, Crop/Rotate, and Inspector. 
 
10. The volume meter shows how loud the movie is as it 
is played back. The button immediately to its left switches 
audio on or off while scrubbing through your footage. 
 
11.From left to right, the five editing buttons are: 
Music, Photos, Titles, Transitions, and Maps and 
Backgrounds. 
 
12.The event library shows footage available for use in 
your iMovie projects. 
 
13.The event library viewer shows footage from the event 
that is currently selected in your library. 
 
14.From left to right, these three buttons are: 
Show/Hide Event Library, Play Event Full Screen, and 
Play Event From Beginning. 
 
15.The Show menu allows you to select whether you are 
viewing Favorites Only, Favorites and Unmarked, All 
Clips, or Rejected Only. 
 
16.The total length of available footage or selected 
footage is shown below. 
 
17.The preview slider determines the number of preview 
frames shown for your footage. 
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From left to right) MUSIC/SOUND EFFECTS browser, PHOTOS browser, TITLES browser, TRANSITIONS browser, 
MAPS & BACKGROUNDS browser 
 
*MUSIC/SOUND EFFECTS browser connects to your iTunes application 
*PHOTOS browser connects to your iPhoto application 
 

 
 
Click open PHOTOS browser 
 Pull down menu to open the photo album you created in IPhoto 
 Click on picture and drag and drop into upper left side in the “drag media here to create a new project” 
 Drag and drop as many pictures as you would like into this space. To select multiple images, hold shift key down 
while clicking on pictures 
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ADDING TITLES and Text 
 

 
 

 
 
To add an opening credit, open MAPS & BACKGROUNDS browser 
 Scroll down to a background 
 Drag and drop background image at beginning of project 
 Open TITLES browser 
 Scroll down to select a text style 
 Drag and drop text style and add on top of background that was just selected 
 In upper right of iMovie, edit text and type the title of your project (Art Show-First Grade…will show up as a BLUE 
rectangle above background) 
 

 
 
Follow the same process to add closing credits 
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You can also add text over a picture by dragging and dropping text onto the image itself, then edit the text. 
 
FOR EXAMPLE 
 

               
Here is the text added to a picture   Here is what the text looks like on the picture 
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ADDING MUSIC/SOUND EFFECTS 
 

 
 
To add music, open MUSIC browser 
 Scroll down to open iTunes music selection. (Any songs you have saved in iTunes can be used in the iMovie) 
 Click on the play button (triangle in circle) to listen to the song  
 Drag and drop the song behind the images in the project (it will show up as a GREEN background) 
 Selecting the INSPECTOR icon from the toolbar will allow you to edit music/sound, adjust the volume and fade the 
 sound in or out. 
 

 
 
INSPECTOR icon is the “i in a circle” 
 
INSPECTOR window pops up with  
various options 
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VOICEOVER 
 
To add your voice to your project click the MICROPHONE icon for voiceover 
 

 
 
The VOICEOVER window pops open. Click on the clip where you want to start recording your voice. You will have a 3 sec 
countdown and then the microphone will start recording your voice.. Hit “spacebar” to end recording. 
Voice recording will show up as a PURPLE rectangle under the picture it starts at. 
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EXPORT 
 
Go to SHARE and click EXPORT MOVIE 
 
Name the iMovie, select where to save, select size to export. 
Selecting a size depends on where you plan on viewing the movie 
 

 
 
 
 
 


